- **Train station St Jean**: Take tram line C in front of the train station and get off at "Place des Quinconces". The hotel is located at a few minutes’ walk from the “Place des Quinconces”, or take tram line B and get off in front of the hotel at the stop "CAPC Museum of Contemporary Art".

- **Bordeaux-Mérignac Airport**: Take bus line 1 and get off at "Quinconces exchange Pole". The hotel is located at a few minutes’ walk from the square, or take tram line B and get off in front of the hotel at the stop "CAPC Museum of Contemporary Art".

- **Motorway**: From Paris: 4C exit towards Bordeaux center, then docks, Saint Jean train station. The hotel is located between the hanger 14 and the Esplanade des Quinconces on the right (car park Cité Mondiale). From Toulouse or Spain: Exit 21 towards Bordeaux center and along the waterfront. The hotel is located 300 meters after the Esplanade des Quinconces on the left (car park Cité Mondiale).

- **City-center**: The hotel is at just two stops from the city center (tram line B), or 10 minutes’ walk from the Grand Theatre and the St. Catherine Street